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Abstract
This paper describes a system which recognizes events on stories. Our system classifies
stories and populates a KMi Planet ontology
with new instances of classes defined in it. Currently, the system recognizes events which can
be classified as belonging to a single category
and it also recognizes overlapping events (more
than one event is recognized in the story). In
each case, the system provides a confidence
value associated to the suggested classification. In our event recognition system we use
Information Extraction and Machine Learning
technologies. We have tested this system using
an archive of stories describing the academic
life of our institution.

1 Introduction
In this paper we focus on the problem of automatically
classifying documents. This is an interesting problem
in Natural Language research and it has many potential
applications ranging from document summarization to
the semantic web. There are several approaches to text
classification. In this paper we describe an approach to
stories classification based on Information Extraction and
Machine Learning technologies. Essentially, information
extraction can be seen as the task of pulling predefined
relations from texts. Efforts have been made to apply
information extraction to several domains, for instance,
scientific articles such as MEDLINE (Craven and Kumlien, 1999), bibliographic notices (Michell, 1997) and
medical records ( Soderland et al., 1995 ). In designing
an information extraction system for the KMi organization, the system should be able to extract the name
of KMi projects, KMi funding organizations, awards,
dates, etc, and ignore anything not clearly relevant to
these pre-specified categories. Ontologies can be used
in information extraction systems to help them extract
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relations from semi- or unstructured documents, statements or terms (Roux et al., 2000). Also, recent
work on semi-automatic ontology acquisition by means
of information extraction, supported by machine-learning
methods, is described in (Maedche and Staab, 2000;
Kietz et al., 2000; Vargas-Vera et al., 2001a; VargasVera et al., 2001b). On similar lines, there is CMU’s
approach for extracting information from hypertext using
machine learning techniques and making use of an ontology (Craven et al., 1999).
Our system, as most information extraction systems,
uses some form of partial parsing to recognize syntactic
constructs without generating a complete parse tree for
each sentence. Such partial parsing has the advantages of
greater speed and robustness. High speed is necessary
to apply the information extraction to a large set of
documents. The robustness achieved by allowing useful
work to be done from a partial parsing is essential to deal
with unstructured and informal texts.
The main contribution of our paper can be summarized
as follows:
identification of events on stories by means of Information Extraction and Machine Learning technology and
semi-automatic population of a selected ontology.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows
the event topology used in our event recognition system.
Section 3 describes the classification of stories. Section 4
presents the process model in our system. Section 5
presents assignation of confidence values to the rules extracted using Crystal. Section 6 describes semi-automatic
population of a selected ontology with new instances of
classes already defined in our selected ontology. Section 7 presents a working example. Section 8 presents the
evaluation carried out using the KMi archive of stories.
Finally, Section 9 gives conclusions and directions for
future work.

2 Event topology

slots:
has-awarding-body (an organization)
has-award-rationale (project goals)
object-acted-on (award)
recipient-agents (the agents which
possibly receive
the object-acted-on)
start-time (time-point)
end-time (time-point)
location-at-start (a place)
location-at-end (a place)

The KMi domain consists of events or activities happening in our Institute. Events are defined formally in our
ontology as classes. Currently, in the KMi ontology we
have defined 41 different types of events. As the event
topology is already defined in the ontology. Then, for
each event we already have defined the slots which might
be instantiated by an information extraction component.
Figure 1 shows a portion of the hierarchy of events as
defined in the ontology.

The structure of Event 2 describes a set of objects
which might be encountered in story describing an event
“project-award” such as organization, award, recipient
agent, etc.
Class event 3: academic-conference
slots:
has-papers (list of papers)
has-invited-talks (list of talk(s))
has-demostrations
(list of demonstration(s))
has-duration (duration)
start-time (time-point)
end-time (time-point)
has-location (a place)
main-agent (list of person(s))
other agents-involved
(list of person(s))
meeting-attendees (list of person(s))
meeting-organizer (list of person(s))

Figure 1: Event hierarchy
For the sake of space, we only present the structure of three type of events from the event hierarchy:
visiting-a-place-or-people, project-award and academicconference.

Event 3 contains the structure for the event “academicconference”. Entities that need to be recognized are
papers, location, etc.

Class Event 1: visiting-a-place-orpeople
slots:
visitor (list of person(s))
people-or-organisation-being-visited
(list of person(s) or organization)
has-duration (duration)
start-time (time-point)
end-time (time-point)
has-location (a place)
other agents-involved
(list of person(s))
main-agent (list of person(s))
The structure of Event 1 (visiting-a-place-or-people)
describes a set of objects which might be encountered in
story describing an event visit, such as visitor, people-ororganisation-being-visited, other agents-involved, etc.
Class Event 2: project-award

3 Classification of stories
We classify stories or documents as belonging to any of
the types of events according with the objects that are
found in them. For each event type we have a predefined
objects that should be found in the story. For instance, for
the event “visiting-a-place-or-people” the system might
encounter objects of type: visitor, place and date.
In our system classification is performed in the following steps:
pre-process the story
find the objects in the story using partial parsing
provide classification of a story with associated
confidence value
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Each event in our system has several patterns which
can be used to recognize it. For instance, in case of

from the slots defined in the ontology. During the markup phase as the text is selected the system inserts the
relevant SGML tags into the document. Also our system
offers the possibility of removing tags from a document.

“visiting-place-or-people” event the following patterns
were encountered.
-

X visited Y
X visits Y
Y visited by X
Y visited by X at Z
Y were visited by X
Visit to Y
X came
X came to visit Y
Y hosted X
Y hosted a visit from X
Y had a visit from X
Y welcomes X

Learning

In all patterns shown above X is a person, Y is a
place/institution and Z is a location.
Problems might occur when more than one event can
be recognized in a story. Then our system decides to
classify the story according with the following criteria:
it computes the confidence value as the number of slots
the system was able to extract divided by total number
of slots that an annotator/expert used during annotation
process on any story from a given class.
The confidence of classification into a given class is
shown below.
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Then, the category which maximizes the sum of the
filled slots is placed at the top of the window (i.e. the
classification with the maximum confidence value). If
none of the templates are able to be filled (during the
extraction phase) then the story is given the status of
unclassified story. The user will be presented with
classification, associated confidence value and extracted
objects. Once that the user agrees (rejects) one (all) of the
suggested classification and extracted information, the
ontology is updated with a new instance.

4 Process model
Within this work we have focused on creating a generic
process model for event recognition on stories. In our
system we have devised three activities: mark-up, learning and extraction. We will provide more details of each
of the activities in turn.
Mark-up
The activity of semantic tagging refers to the activity
of annotating text documents (written in plain ASCII or
HTML) with a set of tags defined in the ontology. Our
classification system provides means to browse the event
hierarchy. In this hierarchy each event is a class and the
annotation component extracts the set of possible tags
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This phase was implemented by integrating two tools:
Marmot and a learning component called Crystal, both
from UMass (full description can be found in (Riloff,
1996a)). Marmot is a natural language preprocessing tool
that accepts ASCII files and produces an intermediate
level of text analysis that is useful for information extraction applications. Sentences are separated and segmented
into noun phrases, verb phrases prepositional phrases.
Marmot has several functionalities: preprocesses abbreviations to guide sentence segmentation, resolves sentences boundaries, identifies parenthetical expressions,
recognizes entries from a phrasal lexicon and replace
them, recognizes dates and duration phrases, performs
phrasal bracketing of noun, preposition and adverbial
phrases, finally scopes conjunctions and disjunctions.
Crystal is a dictionary induction tool. It derives a
dictionary of concept nodes from a training corpus. The
first step in dictionary creation is the annotation of a
set of training texts by a domain expert. Each phrase
that contains information to be extracted is tagged (with
SGML style tags).
Crystal initializes a concept nodes dictionary for each
positive instance of each type of event. The initial
concept node definitions are designed to extract the
relevant phrases in the training instance that creates them
but are too specific to apply to a unseen sentences.
The main task of Crystal is to gradually relax the constraints on the initial definitions and also to merge similar
definitions. Crystal finds generalizations of its initial
concept node definitions by comparing definitions that
are similar. This similarity is deduced by counting the
number of relaxations required to unify two concept
node definitions. Then a new definition is created with
constraints relaxed. Finally the new definition is tested
against the training corpus to insure that it does not
extract phrases that were not marked with the original
two definitions. This means that Crystal takes similar
instances and generalizes into a more general rule by
preserving the properties from each of the concept node
definitions which are generalized.
The inductive concept learning in Crystal is similar to
the inductive learning algorithm described in (Michell,
1982) a specific-to-general data-driven search to find
the most specific generalization that covers all positive
instances. Crystal finds the most specific generalization that covers all positive instances but uses a greedy
unification of similar instances rather than breadth-first
search.

we envisage information extraction as a technology that
might help us during ontology maintenance process.
During the population step our information extraction
system has to fill predefined slots associated with each
event, as already defined the ontology. Our goal is to
automatically fill as many slots as possible. However,
some of the slots will probably still require manual
intervention. There are several reasons for this problem:

Extraction
A third component called Badger (from UMass) was also
integrated into our event recognition system. Badger
makes the instantiation of templates. The main task of
badger is to take each sentence in the text and see if
it matches any of our concept node definitions. If no
extraction concept node definition applies to a sentence,
then no information will be extracted; this means that
irrelevant text can be processed very quickly.
It might occurs that/ Badger obtains more than one type
of event for an story . Then our information extraction
system decides to classify the story according with the
criteria defined in section 3.

there is information that is not stated in the story,
none of our patterns match with the sentence that
might provide the information (incomplete library of
patterns)
The extracted information could be validated using the
ontology. This is possible because each slot of each class
of the ontology has a type associated with it. Therefore,
extracted information which does not match the type
definition of the slot in the ontology can be highlighted
as incorrect.

5 Confidence values associated to the
extraction rules
In the automatic construction of ontologies precision is
more important than recall. Therefore, our goal is to
obtain high precision. Currently we are focusing, in
associating a confidence value to the Crystal induced
rules in order to increase precision. In our solution we
have associated confidence value to the Crystal induced
rules. The confidence number for each rule can be
computed by a three-fold cross-validation methodology
on the training set. According to this methodology, the
training set is split into three equally sized subsets and
the learning algorithm is run three times. Each time two
of the three pieces are used for training and the third is
kept as unseen data (test set) for the evaluation of the
induced rules. The final result is the average over the
three runs. At run time each instance extracted by Badger
will be assigned the precision value of that rule. The
main feature of using confidence values is that among
ambiguous instantiations, we can still choose the one
with the highest estimated confidence.
In the new scenario we have a set of rules for each’
event like the ones shown below.
-

Rule_1
Rule_2
Rule_3
.
.
.
Rule_(n-1)
Rule_n

7 Example

(confidence_1)
(confidence_2)
(confidence_3)
.
.
.
(confidence_(n-1))
(confidence_n)

6 Populating the ontology
Building domain-specific ontologies often requires timeconsuming expensive manual construction. Therefore,
0

The first implementation of our event recognition system
which only recognizes single events is described in (VargasVera et al., 2001b)
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In this section we present an example. The domain of
our example is a web based news letter, KMi Planet
(Domingue and Scott, 2000) that has been running in
our institution for five years. One of the functionalities
offered in KMi Planet is an editor which can be used to
manually extract information and classify a story. Then
this information is sent to ontology server in order to
create a new instance. Whilst we are happy with the
functionalities offered by KMi planet, we want to automatically extract and populate the handcrafted ontology.
This is because maintenance is time consuming and error
prone. Therefore, in the first instance we have selected
KMi Planet (which contains 200 stories of academic life
in KMi) as our first domain for our event recognition
system.
In this section we show two examples in the first
story only one single event was recognized and the
second example two events were recognized in a story.
Figure 2 shows an story classified as “project-award”
with a confidence of 75% whilst in Figure 3 our system
suggest two classifications for the story “visiting-a-placeor-people” and “project-award” with confidence values of
33% and 25% respectively.
In Figure 2 we can see in the top right window that
the user has selected the project-award class from the
KMi ontology. Also in the same figure the number
3/4 means that three out of four slots values were able
to be extracted from story. The number in brackets is
the confidence value associated to the suggested classification. For this particular story titled “The AKT
begins” our system was able to extract the object-actedon (thing that was given as an award), recipient-agent

(man/organization/project that was given an award) and
has-awarding-body (man/organization that gave award).
In Figure 3 our system was able to extract visitor for
classification “visiting-a-place-or-people” and recipientagent for classification “project-award”. The reason why
this story is classified as project-award is that during the
learning phase the system learn a rule:
Cn-type project-award
Status: GENERALIZED

ID:18

Constraints:
VB::
mode active
root: bring
terms: BRINGS
mod terms: <null>
head terms:BRINGS
classes:
ws_Root_Class
mod class:
ws_Root_Class
PP::
==> recipient-agents
terms: TO
mod terms: TO
classes:
ws_Root_Class
mod class:
ws_Root_Class
head class: ws_Root_Class

Figure 3: Two suggested classifications for a story titled
“Alliance brings French researcher to KMi”

8 Evaluation
We have tested our event recognition system performing
three-fold cross-validation methodology. In this evaluation we have used
standard metrics for computing
1
precision and recall
Previous work has reported that spurious patterns were
deleted manually from the library of rules under the
assumption that they were not likely to be of much value
(Riloff, 1996b). However, our experiments were carried
out without deleting spurious rules.

As we can see this rule is very general and the system from any sentence with verb=BRING and preposition=TO extracts Prepositional phrase(PP) as recipient
agent. This problem could be solved by constraining slots
to the correct type given in an ontology.
Finally, after information is extracted the classification
and extracted values are presented to the user. If the user
accept these values then the ontology will be updated
with a new instance.

Events
Visiting-a-pl
project-awa

Trial 1
Prec Rec
0.77 0.47
0.89 0.35

Trial 2
Prec Rec
0.82 0.47
0.50 0.15

Trial 3
Prec Rec
0.47 0.63
0.46 0.36

Table 1: Precision an Recall for 2 events
The trials for “visiting-a-place-or-people” and “projectaward” events are presented in Table 1.
Overall precision for event “visiting-a-place-or-people”
was 0.68 and overall recall is 0.52. The experimental
results suggested that precision could drop dramatically if
the set of extraction rules is used as generated. We expect
that by associating confidence value to the extraction
2
As a reminder, precision and recall metrics are defined as follows:
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Figure 2: One suggested classification for story titled
“The AKT begins”
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rules the performance of the event recognition system
will be increased. Therefore, further research needs to
be undertaken in the direction of the association of a
confidence to the extraction rules.
We have also experimented with MnM (Vargas-Vera
et al., 2002) using as testbed the KMi stories. MnM
has integrated as information extraction Amilcare. In
a single-slot Engine such as Amilcare each rule is applied independently of others. This causes overlapping
matches among different rules resulting in multiple ambiguous instantiations for those matches. Therefore, we
have to resolve those ambiguities and choose the correct
instantiations. This ambiguity might be removed by
performing post-processing capable of discarding wrong
instantiations of slots. However, by using confidence
value associated to the extraction rules we will try to
overcome this problem.
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